Where Adaptivity
and Agency
Meet to Educate
Everyone Uniquely

Adaptive Learning
Technology and Courseware

I want to be

FREE TO

LEARN
AT MY OWN PACE

PACE
while keeping up
WITH

CLASS

Flexible, effective,
and affordable
courseware is
what we do best
Since 2009, CogBooks has been partnering
with institutions and instructors around
the world to design and deliver high-impact
curriculum and customizable adaptive
courseware that dramatically improves
student engagement, preparedness for
class, and successful
course outcomes.
A better way for all motivated students
to learn regardless of their background,
academic readiness, or economic status that
is also grounded in research and scientific
method, has always been a north star for
our company.
Today, CogBooks and our products are
widely recognized for ease of use, modern
capabilities, and a balanced execution
of adaptive learning that delivers impact
without compromising freedom
and flexibility.

I’m motivated to

learn
BUT SOMETIMES

I StRUGGLE

*Data from 2016 Arizona State University pilot study
**Highlights from CSTAT Fall 2020

92%

75%

75%

90%

24%

Satisfaction with
engaging and interactive
user experience

Report students
are better prepared**

Agree CogBooks helped
keep students engaged**

Reduction in dropouts*

Improvement in
student success*

World’s
First

Enables
adaptive
curriculum

Adaptive Learning
Degree Program

in any subject area

WCAG 2.0
Compliant

Seamless
& Secure

24/7

campus systems
integration

support and 100%
uptime record

My students did
more than what
was assigned—they
wanted to take it
further and explore
more because it was
right there for them.”
— RON TAVERNIER
Assistant Professor
Anatomy & Physiology
SUNY Canton

FOR INSTRUCTORS

High-Quality,
Customizable Content

Helping you
and your
course shine
While students benefit from a “just in time
at just the right level” personalized path
through their instruction and homework,
CogBooks adaptive courseware provides
valuable insight that frees instructors up
to do more of what they do best—inspire
and teach.

All-inclusive curriculum content
featuring peer reviewed and edited open
educational resources (OER), videos,
interactive simulation activities, and
assessments that can be modified to suit
any syllabus or course duration.

Personalized Engagement
Starting with assignments, CogBooks
adapts dynamically to each learner’s
needs to keep them on-level, engaged
in their learning and progressing
successfully towards concept proficiency.

Actionable Insights
Measure learner engagement and
performance with real-time visibility
into individual progress, successes,
and struggles via a handy instructor
dashboard and grade sync to campus
systems.

Simplified Course Setup
In thirty minutes or fewer, instructors
can select and customize course
content, adjust assignment scheduling,
and manage performance assessments
to meet desired course and
learner goals.

Seamless Systems
Integration
CogBooks adaptive courseware works
seamlessly with all higher education
learning management systems. It can
also work as a stand-alone platform.

Breadth of Courses
CogBooks adaptive learning platform
can support the creation of courseware
in any subject. Today, CogBooks
adaptive courseware is available offthe-shelf in the following subject areas.
• Accounting
• Biological sciences

Automated Intervention
with Agency
The CogBooks recommendation engine
supports each student’s personalized
learning journey with proper
interventions at moments of need, while
students are still free to select their own
path to assignment completion.

• Health and wellness
• History
• Mathematics
• Philosophy
• Physics
• Psychology

FOR STUDENTS

My education is

PRICELESS.
I NEED

your course

TO
BE
Affordable.

FOR STUDENTS

CogBooks meets
the criteria students
care most about:
affordable, effective,
and flexible
;
;

$39.95 per course

;
;

Easy-to-use, intuitive interface

;

On-level, personalized, interactive 		
instruction

;

“AWATAD” (Anytime, Anywhere,
Any-Device access)

;
;
;

1-to-1 support and in-app collaboration

;
;

Complies with WCAG 2.0 standards

All-in-one textbook alternative with 		
instruction, homework, and assessment

Provides progress and performance 		
transparency at all times

24/7 Tech Support
Best in price category for equitable 		
learning

Proven to positively impact learning and
performance outcomes

FOR ADMINISTRATORS

I have enough

TO worry

about.
MY

course
Materials
should be

worry-

Free.

FOR ADMINISTRATORS

Design & Deliver
Innovation
Collaborate with CogBooks to build
entirely new custom courseware or
entire degree programs. If you can
envision it, we can help design, build,
and run it. Arizona State University
selected us to create the world’s first
adaptive-learning biology degree
for their School of Life Sciences. An
OpenStax Ally, CogBooks supports OER
initiatives to deliver more affordable
courseware and we can also facilitate
partnerships with premium publishers
for instructional content if a desired
source is already in use.

Easy & Reliable LMS
Integration
CogBooks adaptive courseware
leverages industry standards to
integrate seamlessly and securely into
any learning management system,
including Blackboard, Canvas, and
Desire2Learn’s Brightspace with
deep-linking and automated grade
sync capabilities. And, hosted by
Amazon Web Services, CogBooks
boasts a perfect uptime record.

Equitable and Accessible
Pedagogically Flexible
Unlike other learning technology
platforms with adaptive capabilities,
CogBooks platform is agile enough
to match a variety of pedagogical
approaches or course modalities
including flipped, active, hybrid,
on-campus, or purely online, with
as much or as little remediation and
adaptivity as desired. Further, our
authoring environment can easily
incorporate third party assets such
as video, simulations, sophisticated
mathematical formulas, graphs and
modeling, assessments, and more.

Leveraging our collaboration
features, customization capabilities,
adaptive personalization capabilities,
and instructor analytics features,
CogBooks supports equitable learning
experiences for all students and
evidence- based teaching practices
for faculty. Furthermore, our platform
complies with WCAG 2.0 standards for
accessibility.

Courseware
That Supports
Campus-Wide
Initiatives
Improving student retention and support
for all learners during the first two years
of study continues to be a top priority
for institutions of higher education
worldwide. Experiencing early success
is a key ingredient for students looking
to maintain enrollment and pursue
undergraduate or graduate degree paths.
Ideally, course materials and curriculum
can play a vital role in keeping learners
engaged, providing transparency
regarding progress, facilitating
communication and collaboration,
delivering valuable insights for
instructional intervention if needed, and
supporting a learner’s general wellbeing
and motivation inside and outside of
class. These are all essential components
for creating effective 1-to-1, active
learning experiences at scale.

“Switching to CogBooks for
genetics allowed me to finally
flip my classroom. The text also
then turned out to be a life-saver
when we had to move online
suddenly due to COVID. The
responsiveness of the text as
well as how it provided the
material in multiple formats
made a huge difference and
was mentioned in my class
evaluations several times.”
— BRENDAN KERN
Associate Professor, Biology,
Johnson C. Smith University

HOW COGBOOKS WORKS

Purposely Designed to Improve Engagement

Intelligent Algorithms

Flexible Assignments

Ongoing Assessment

The CogBooks recommendation
engine intelligently learns about each
student as they interact with a course.
The system continuously adapts each
student’s path through the content,
ensuring a journey that suits their
needs as they reach the desired
outcomes quickly and efficiently.

CogBooks adaptive courseware
allows instructors to establish a
precise sequence for a course while
also layering-in vast amounts of
supporting content. How much
content each student is served
depends on their understanding of
the main topics.

Formative assessments and interactive
activities throughout the course
material. These assess each student’s
understanding in real-time and
influence where they go next. Those
with a good grasp of the concept move
closer to completion while others are
assisted in building their knowledge.

Student Agency

Instructor Visibility

CogBooks adaptive courseware
incorporates student agency into the
platform. It helps students
self-assess their grasp of each
concept. If they want to dig deeper
into a topic, they can choose to
view content that might not be their
primary recommendation.

During a course, the instructor can
view each student’s progress, unique
learning path, and assessment
performance. Using these insights,
instructors can better tailor their
time to each student’s needs.

HOW COGBOOKS WORKS

Course Setup
in 20 Minutes
or Less
CogBooks is the courseware platform that
doesn’t require a computer course to use.
Eighty percent of instructors who’ve used
CogBook agree that navigating CogBooks
is intuitive and easy to use.

1.

Like selecting items from an online menu, instructors
start in their LMS-integrated courseware by assigning
the sequence of topics, subtopics, and learning 		
activities that align to their course syllabus.

2.

Any of these components can be resequenced or 		
customized to meet your specifications.

3.

Select assignment due dates and establish the 		
grading rubric (engagement or performance-based 		
options).

4.

Students then access and navigate CogBooks just like
an e-textbook.

5.

While students engage with assigned reading, 		
activities and assessments, our algorithms 			
work behind the scenes to understand each student
as they progress through the courseware.

6.

Their path towards assignment completion is fed with
on-level instructional and interactive content that 		
keeps them engaged, and students may always 		
choose their own way forward.

7.

All learner engagement within CogBooks is tracked in
the instructor analytics dashboard making it possible
for instructors to spot trends and intervene if needed.

ADAPTIVE LEARNING

How CogBooks
Compares
OTHER
PLATFORMS

Comprehensive content for your course
Peer-reviewed and edited content
Easily customized course content
and structure
Personalized instruction with agency
A real-time view of every student’s progress
Four scientifically-proven methods
of adaptivity
Powerful and flexible authoring tools
Highly affordable pricing
LMS integration with grade synchronization
Intuitive, interactive student user experience

TRADITIONAL
TEXTBOOKS

“I have been very
impressed and
appreciative of
CogBooks’ customer
service and ongoing
efforts to enhance
student learning.”
— THOMAS BRITTEN
Professor, History Department
University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley

COURSEWARE OPTIONS

A Solid
Foundation
for General
Education
Instructors and students benefit from
CogBooks’ ready-to-adopt adaptive
courseware. Our current catalog features a
broad spectrum of gateway courses across
several fields of study including STEM,
Business & Economics, Humanities, and
Social Sciences.
CogBooks can partner with your institution
to design and deliver bespoke courseware
exclusively developed to the unique needs
of your curriculum in any subject or
course area.

Accounting
• Introduction to Financial
Accounting

Biology Sciences
• Introduction to Biology (Nonmajors)
• Anatomy and Physiology
• General Biology
• Cell Biology
• Genetics
• Vertebrate Zoology
• Evolution
• Why People Lie, Cheat and, Steal

Health and Wellness
• Alcohol and College Life
• Success Over Stress
• Sleep, Eat, and Exercise
• Sexuality Matters

History
• The History of the United States
To 1865
• The History of the United States
Since 1865

Mathematics
• Introduction to Statistics

Philosophy
• Introduction to Logic

Physics
• College Physics (Algebra-based)
• University Physics (Calculusbased)

Psychology
• Introduction to Psychology

CogBooks is a Trusted Partner
More than 200,000 students at community colleges, historically Black colleges and universities, elite universities,
land grant universities, and other higher-education institutions use CogBooks adaptive courseware.

Educate Everyone Uniquely

